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Witness at congressional hearing claims 'men 

can have pregnancies, especially trans men' 

Alex Nitzberg  

September 29, 2022 

During a House Committee on Oversight and Reform hearing on Thursday, Dr. 
Bhavik Kumar, who was a witness at the hearing, asserted that men can get 
pregnant — Kumar describes himself on social media as a "Family medicine 
physician" and "Abortion and trans care provider in the south." 

When GOP Rep. Andrew Clyde of Georgia asked whether biological men can get 
pregnant and give birth, Kumar responded by claiming that "men can have 
pregnancies, especially trans men." 

Examining the Harm to Patients from Abortion Restrictions and the Threat of a 
National Abortion Ban youtu.be  

The claim that men can get pregnant is patently absurd — biological men cannot 
get pregnant and transgender men are just biological women masquerading as 
men. 

Clyde pressed the issue, asking if Kumar was suggesting that a biological woman 

who identifies as a man and gets pregnant is actually a man. 

"These questions about who can become pregnant are really missing the point," 
Kumar said, indicating that the issue was not the topic that he was there to discuss. 
"Somebody with a uterus may have" the capacity for pregnancy, Kumar said, adding 
that it does not "make a difference" if the person is a woman or a man, and that 
not everyone with a uterus can get pregnant. 

Don't miss out on content from Dave Rubin free of big tech censorship. Listen to 
The Rubin Report now.  

The exchange highlighted the utter foolishness of the radical leftist gender 
ideology, which has been metastasizing throughout society. 
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Irrespective of how they identify, "men cannot get pregnant and cannot ... give 
birth," Clyde noted. 

During remarks earlier in the hearing, Kumar described abortion bans as 
"inherently racist, inherently classist, and fundamentally" an aspect of "the white 
supremacy agenda."  

See on Instagram  

In response to an inquiry from Clyde, Kumar admitted to having performed "likely 
thousands" of abortions. 

"Trans people exist. Trans people have abortions. Abortion is essential healthcare 
and so is gender-affirming care. I will not let bullies who are out of touch with reality 
silence or stop me from advocating for people who need trans and abortion care," 

Kumar tweeted on Thursday. 
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Gavin Newsom signs potentially 

unconstitutional bill to make California a 

sanctuary for trans kids  

Chris Pandolfo  

September 30, 2022 

California Gov. Gavin Newsom (D) on Thursday signed into law a bill designating his 
state as a sanctuary for gender-dysphoric children and teens seeking so-called 
"gender-affirming care."  

Senate Bill 107, introduced by left-wing state Sen. Scott Wiener (D), offers a wide 
range of legal protections for transgender youths and their parents who come to 
California seeking hormone prescriptions or sex-reassignment surgeries that have 
been made illegal in other states. 

In a signing statement, Newsom called policies restricting gender transition for 
minors hateful and accused conservative states of attempting to "demonize" 
transgender youths.  

“In California we believe in equality and acceptance. We believe that no one should 
be prosecuted or persecuted for getting the care they need — including gender-
affirming care,” Newsom said. “Parents know what’s best for their kids, and they 
should be able to make decisions around the health of their children without fear. 
We must take a stand for parental choice.” 
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The new law instructs California courts and attorneys to refuse to comply with out-
of-state subpoenas, warrants, and child custody orders issued for individual minors 
or families seeking sex-change surgeries or cross-sex hormones.  

The legislation also "prohibits the arrest or recognition of any demand for 
extradition of an individual that criminalizes allowing a person to receive or provide 
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gender-affirming health care where that conduct would not be unlawful under 
California’s law," according to Wiener's press office. An out-of-state criminal arrest 
warrant for someone who violated another state's laws against providing gender 
transition services to children will be given "the lowest priority for law enforcement 
in California."  

Wiener introduced the bill in response to at least 20 Republican-led states that have 
introduced legislation that would ban gender transition services for minors and 
penalize parents and health care providers who try to transition children.  

Many of these attempts by Republican legislators to restrict gender transition for 
minors have been stalled in courts. In August, a federal appeals court blocked 
Arkansas from enforcing its ban on "gender-affirming care" for minors.  

The California transgender sanctuary law may face similar legal challenges, 
according to the Los Angeles Times. Federal laws that require states to recognize 
out-of-state laws when residents travel could make the sanctuary law 
unconstitutional.  

“We may have limits under the U.S. Constitution, but we are going to go right up to 
the edge of what we’re able to do to protect them and say, ‘Unless we are 
absolutely forced to send you back, we are not going to send you back,’” Wiener 
told the L.A. Times.  

“We can’t solve everything in one bill. We’re making sure that people who are being 
criminalized have a place to go,” he added. “This bill is about giving people refuge.”  

Conservative groups slammed the new law. The California Family Council said it 

encourages "medical child abuse."  

"SB 107 endangers every young person in the nation who experiences gender 
dysphoria," CFC President Jonathan Keller said in a statement. "By signing this 
extreme bill, Gavin Newsom is telling all parents across the country that he knows 
what’s best for their children. Mothers and fathers in every state should demand 
their elected representatives push back against this unconstitutional assault on 
parental rights. Governors and legislators must defend their citizens from this out-
of-control government in Sacramento.” 
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House Democrats block Republican effort to 

crack down on fentanyl traffickers and save 

lives 

Joseph MacKinnon  

September 30, 2022 

On Wednesday, 220 House Democrats blocked a bill that would have put fentanyl-
related substances, including precursors, in Schedule I of the Controlled Substances 
Act. Doing so would have enabled the government to crack down on those driving 
the opioid crisis and profiting off the deaths of tens of thousands of Americans. The 
bill expires on September 31. 

Fentanyl is the leading killer of adults ages 18-45. Last year, opioids killed an 
estimated 80,816 Americans. 10% of the significant drop in U.S. life expectancy, 
now at its lowest point in over two decades, is attributable to such overdoses. 

China is reportedly the principal source of the fentanyl flooding America's illicit 
drug market. Mexican cartels, partnered with the Chinese and using Chinese-
sourced materials, manufacture and then traffic much of the killer drug over the 
U.S. border.  

The "Halt All Lethal Trafficking of Fentanyl Act" (H.R. 6184), sponsored by Rep. 
Morgan Griffith (R-Va.) and introduced with Rep. Bob Latta (R-Ohio) on December 
8, 2021, had 88 cosponsors, all of whom were Republicans. 
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Griffith stated earlier this week that the bill would "strengthen law enforcement's 
ability to prosecute fentanyl traffickers and act as a deterrent." 

He previously indicated that it will also help "curb overdose deaths." 
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In addition to making it easier to target traffickers of what some, including 
Tennessee Attorney General Jonathan Skrmetti, have called a "weapon of mass 
destruction," the bill would have removed barriers to research, said to be necessary 
for "as many as 4,800 analogues" to fentanyl. Of the thousands of analogues, 
"experts at the NIH, FDA and other agencies have studied roughly 30." 

"If this law expires and doesn't become permanent," said Griffith, "those 4,800 
analogues are arguably legal ... and we have to pass a law on each one of them. The 
HALT Fentanyl act makes it so we don't have to do that." 

Latta stressed the urgency of the bill's passage and the need for Congress to take 
action, saying that the "havoc these substances wreak on our communities is 
devastating."  

Sen. Bill Cassidy (R-La.), who introduced companion legislation in the U.S. Senate 
with Sen. Richard Burr (R-N.C.), emphasized that to "ensure law enforcement has 

the tools to combat this trend, we cannot let this Schedule 1 classification lapse." 

The Democrats appear keen for just that to happen. In fact, this is not the first time 
that Democrats have blocked the bill. They blocked it on February 2 and on April 1. 

It was suggested in a statement from Republicans on the Energy and Commerce 
Committee that "Democrats in the House are blocking action on this bill ... 
[b]ecause they want to weaken criminal penalties on traffickers who move 

fentanyl-related substances." 

Despite Democrats' refusal to tackle the opioid crisis with this and other proposed 
legislative remedies, some members have nevertheless recognized the cost of 

doing nothing.  

Rep. David Trone (D-Md.), who sits on the Congressional Join Economic Committee, 
compared the deaths resultant of the opioid epidemic to "one 737 (jet) every day 

going down, no survivors. It's a mind-boggling number of deaths." 

New analysis released by the JEC on September 28 indicated that the opioid 
epidemic cost the U.S. a record of nearly $1.5 trillion in 2020. That cost is expected 
to rise. 
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The Republican Study Committee recently highlighted several other legislative 
endeavors to combat the scourge of fentanyl trafficking, addiction, and overdoses, 
including: 

• Arizona Republican Rep. Paul Gosar's bill that would require life 
imprisonment or the death penalty for dealing fentanyl that results in death; 

• Tennessee Republican Rep. Tim Burchett's bill that would require a life 
sentence for anyone convicted of trafficking fentanyl; and 

• the late Indiana Republican Rep. Jackie Warlorski's bill allowing individuals 
and state attorneys general to sue foreign countries for death or injury 
caused by their inability to combat illegal fentanyl trafficking in to the U.S.. 
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Biden slashes distribution of monoclonal 

antibodies to red states, Marco Rubio reacts: 

'This reeks of politics'  

Paul Sacca  
September 16, 2021 

The Biden administration is cutting back the supply of monoclonal antibodies, a 
COVID-19 treatment featuring a lab-engineered protein, in several red states. 
There has been a backlash to the reduction of the potentially lifesaving treatment, 

especially in Florida, where monoclonal antibodies are being used the most.  

The U.S. Department of Health and Human Services announced on Monday that 
the agency is taking over the distribution of monoclonal antibodies to states. 

Previously, the states ordered therapeutics from the federal government.  

"HHS will determine the amount of product each state and territory receives on a 
weekly basis. State and territorial health departments will subsequently identify 
sites that will receive product and how much," an HHS spokesman told the 
Washington Post. "This system will help maintain equitable distribution, both 
geographically and temporally, across the country — providing states and 
territories with consistent, fairly-distributed supply over the coming weeks." 

The policy shift will affect seven red states the most: Florida, Texas, Mississippi, 
Tennessee, Alabama, Georgia, and Louisiana, which have accounted for 70% of 
monoclonal antibodies orders, CNN reported. 
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"Given this reality, we must work to ensure our supply of these life-saving therapies 
remains available for all states and territories, not just some," an HHS spokesperson 
said. 
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Florida has received the most doses of monoclonal antibodies, followed by Texas. 
Florida received 30,950 doses this week, after the Sunshine State requested 72,000 
doses, according to the governor's office. Florida Gov. Ron DeSantis established 25 
clinics that offer monoclonal antibody treatments; the first was opened on Aug. 12 
in Jacksonville. The clinics have administered 90,000 monoclonal antibody doses, 
according to DeSantis.  

DeSantis slammed President Joe Biden for the "abrupt" cut in monoclonal 
antibodies. 

"We are very, very concerned with the Biden administration and the HHS's recent, 
abrupt, sudden announcement that they are going to dramatically cut the number 
of monoclonal antibodies that are going to be sent to the state of Florida," DeSantis 
said during a press conference on Thursday. "There's going to be a huge disruption 
and patients are going to suffer as a result of this." 

"We've been thrown a major curveball here with a really huge cut," DeSantis 
added. "We're going to make sure we leave no stone unturned. Whoever needs a 
treatment, we're going to work like hell to get them the treatment." 

"Many thousands would have ended up in the hospital, and of course, some of 
them would have ended up dying, so it has saved lives here in the state of Florida," 
DeSantis said of the monoclonal antibody treatment.  

"The bottom line is this: COVID is a treatable illness. And we have to never go back 
to the days where particularly high-risk people get infected and were told to just 
go home and hope they don't get deathly ill," DeSantis declared.  

Sen. Marco Rubio blasted the Biden administration for reducing Florida's supply of 
COVID-19 treatments.  

"Antibody treatments aren't a substitute for vaccines But they have prevented 
thousands of hospitalizations including in breakthrough cases," Rubio wrote on 
Twitter. "Now in a move that reeks of partisan payback against states like Florida, 
the Biden administration is rationing these treatments." 

"This reeks of politics. This is the Biden administration punishing Florida," Sen. 
Marco Rubio said in a video. "They're saying to states like Florida, 'Oh yeah, you're 
not gonna have mandates? You're not gonna do what we want you to do? Well 
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then guess what, we're gonna cut off your antibody treatments and your access to 
them.'" 
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Horowitz: The energy crisis is worse than you 

think — and it’s by design  

Daniel Horowitz  

September 23, 2022 

We can’t wait until after the election to deal with a looming winter electricity crisis. 
Republicans must make demands on energy production in the continuing budget 
resolution to promote nuclear and coal power plants, terminate all of the onerous 
regulations that have stifled their productivity, and turbocharge our natural gas 
delivery capabilities. Anything short of an immediate deregulation plan will place 
Americans in the same predicament as Europe, where they are discussing group 
showers, eating bugs, and drinking sewage, as they face a $2 trillion surge in 
electricity prices.  

Thanks to the controlled demolition of coal and nuclear power, there is record 
demand on natural gas for electricity. And although our production and exports of 
natural gas are at record levels, they are not as high as they should be given the 
regulations and the stifling of pipelines, and they are not sufficient to compensate 
for the sudden embargo of all Russian gas supplies. This is why inventories in 
underground storage are operating well below baseline levels of the pre-COVID 
years.  
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As such, the Energy Information Administration is predicting a 7.5% increase in 
electricity rates over 2021, and that is before the next man-made or manipulated 
global crisis. However, in parts of the Northeast, rates have already more than 
doubled because of a lack of sufficient pipeline systems in place, with many 
proposals on the table having been blocked for years. New England gets almost no 
electricity from coal any more and relies heavily on natural gas. But these same 
states have banned fracking and gas pipelines as well! So absent robust 
infrastructure to transport and store natural gas, which the Northeast lacks, the 
people have failed to reap the benefits of increased natural gas production. Rather 
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than piping the gas in straight from the Marcellus basin, New England was 
importing gas from Russia!  

Our existing level of natural gas production would have been sufficient had our 
government not purposely set fire to our coal industry for a decade and then 
decided to engage in a thoughtless war with Russia without a contingency plan. In 
the U.S., coal once composed roughly half of our electricity source just 15 years 
ago, but has dropped precipitously because of destructive eco policies. Now it only 
accounts for 21% of our electricity source, so shocks to the system are going to 
harm American consumers. Yet thanks to the reduced inventories, we are 
struggling to even supply a smaller percentage of our grid with affordable rates. 
The price of thermal coal is now at an all-time high of $439 per metric ton.  

Our electricity generation from coal power plants is down by nearly two-thirds 
since 2008. Thanks to numerous regulations during the Obama administration, 250 
coal plants closed between 2010 and 2017, leaving us with just 240, less than a 
quarter of China’s inventory. Thus, while our recoverable coal assets are enormous 
– 60% greater than China’s reserves – our coal electric power inventory is running 
between 85 and 90 million tons, down over 30% since 2020 and more than 50% 
since 2016, according to the U.S. Energy Information Administration. 

As you can see, our production is at a record low, as are our inventories: 

 

It would be one thing if our government planned ahead in its destruction of coal by 
ramping up natural gas pipelines and building more nuclear power plants. After all, 
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if clean energy is the goal, those two are great candidates for clean and effective 
sources of energy. But clearly that is not the goal. Scarcity is the goal. Thanks to 
endless regulations by the same people who claim to want clean energy, no new 
nuclear reactors have come online in decades, while numerous others have been 
retired. At the end of 2021, there were 93 active reactors, down from 104 a decade 
ago. Our monthly nuclear utility generation is down 5% compared to 2019.  

The only forms of energy that have been increasing, at a painful cost to taxpayers, 
are solar, wind, and electric vehicles. However, they are impotent during our time 
of need, and the obsessive push for electric vehicles to reduce gasoline 
consumption further exacerbates the strain on electricity, which is even scarcer, 
and further drains the already low utility of green energy that relies on batteries 

(now in great shortage) to run.  

During the California heat wave, one would think Californians would have enough 
solar energy to power the entire state, given how much they invested in it and how 
strongly the sun was shining, particularly during those hot days. But as the 
Washington Post reports, so much of it went to waste because the batteries and 
transmission lines needed to feed solar power are too expensive, especially with 
the scarcity of batteries (in itself due to mining regulations as well as the contrived 
demand for electric cars). 

At some point, it becomes clear this is being done on purpose. Government 
regulators are cutting off all the useful sources of energy and jamming the feeble 
renewable energy grid with further demand precisely at a time when they are 
cutting off all Russian energy. To top it off, Biden has drained nearly 40 years of 
Strategic Petroleum Reserve inventories headed into the winter. This can’t all be 
an accident. To quote Diederik Samsom, chief of staff for Frans Timmermans, the 
European Commission’s executive vice president, “The two basic needs of life – 
food and energy – we have paid way too little for in the past 40 years.” In other 

words, this is being done on purpose.  

So where are Republicans in all of this? Why are they not holding up the budget bill 
in the Senate until the “Inflation Reduction Act,” which raised numerous taxes and 
royalties on oil and gas exploration, is repealed? One of the provisions institutes a 
“methane fee,” which some estimate will single-handedly increase consumer 
natural gas bills by 17%. The tax will not only apply to the production of oil but also 
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the transmission, storage, and exporting of natural gas, which is the worst thing 
you can do at a time of record high natural gas prices. 

Moreover, the bill created all sorts of new incentives to promote electric vehicles, 
which will not only fail to ease the energy crisis, but will exacerbate it. It’s become 
clear that the electricity crisis is an even bigger deal than the spike in gasoline 
prices. Electric vehicles will create a tsunami of new demand on the electric grid at 
a time of record high prices, after people are already forced to pay a fortune for 
the vehicles. We are already witnessing this dynamic – of one green fascist policy 
running into the headwinds of another – playing out in California, where grid 
operators advised people not to charge their vehicles during the heat wave. 

At a time when polls show more Americans than ever aren’t buying the global 

warming narrative, Republicans continue to agree to its premise and even pass new 

pernicious anti-consumer policies based on their agreement with the pseudo-

science, just as they did with the response to COVID. 
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THE EPOCH TIMES 

US Embassy Warning: Americans Should 

Leave Russia ‘Immediately’ 

By Jack Phillips 

September 28, 2022  

The U.S. Embassy in Moscow issued a security alert on Wednesday morning that 
called on American citizens to leave Russia immediately while it’s still possible to 
leave the country. 

The Embassy alert made reference to Russian President Vladimir Putin’s speech 
that called for partial mobilization of Russian men who will be sent to Ukraine. 

“Russia may refuse to acknowledge dual nationals’ U.S. citizenship, deny their 
access to U.S. consular assistance, prevent their departure from Russia, and 
conscript dual nationals for military service,” the alert said. It did not provide any 
specific examples. 

And it added that “U.S. citizens should not travel to Russia and those residing or 
traveling in Russia should depart Russia immediately while limited commercial 
travel options remain.” 

As of Wednesday, commercial flights out of Russia are “extremely limited” and are 
often not available, the Embassy alert said, adding that bus routes via car and bus 
remain open. At the same time, U.S. citizens are advised not to travel to Russia. 

“If you wish to depart Russia, you should make independent arrangements as soon 
as possible,” the alert said. “The U.S. Embassy has severe limitations on its ability 
to assist U.S. citizens, and conditions, including transportation options, may 
suddenly become even more limited.” 

Bulgaria and Poland on Tuesday also recommended that their citizens consider 
immediately leaving Russia and called on them to refrain from traveling to the 
country. 
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There have been reports claiming that Russia’s borders will be closed down to men 
of fighting age in the near future as tens of thousands of people have left the 
country following last week’s speech. Moscow has not issued a public comment on 

those reports, and The Epoch Times cannot independently verify them. 

Russian authorities have also allegedly arrested U.S. citizens participating in 
protests against the Ukraine conflict, according to the embassy. 

“We remind U.S. citizens that the right to peaceful assembly and freedom of 
expression are not guaranteed in Russia. Avoid all political or social protests and do 
not photograph security personnel at these events,” the advisory stated. 

It comes as some European leaders and experts on Wednesday pointed to possible 
sabotage given the energy standoff with Russia. The three leaks were reported on 
the Nord Stream 1 and 2 pipelines, which were filled with natural gas but were not 
delivering the fuel to Europe. 

“All available information indicates those leaks are the result of a deliberate act,” 
EU foreign policy chief Josep Borrell said in a statement on behalf of the bloc’s 27 
members. “Any deliberate disruption of European energy infrastructure is utterly 

unacceptable and will be met with a robust and united response.” 

The Epoch Times has contacted the Russian Ministry of Foreign Affairs for 
comment. 

The Associated Press contributed to this report. 
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THE FEDERALIST PAPAERS 

President of Serbia Predicts Global Conflict 

on the Scale of World War II in a Matter of 

Months 

Matthew Holloway 

September 28, 2022 

Serbian President Aleksandar Vucic told reporters on Tuesday that the world is 
“approaching a major war” on the scale of World War II. 

With the Serbian capital of Belgrade just a day’s drive from the front lines in 
southern Ukraine, he definitely isn’t watching from the cheap seats. 

According to the Anadolu Agency, Vucic was interviewed by Serbian public 
broadcaster Radio Television while in New York for the United Nations General 
Assembly. 

“I think we are going to go from a special military operation to a major war and the 
question is where the red line will be,” he said, according to Euronews. 

“We are going to enter a large-scale global conflict the likes of which we haven’t 

seen since World War II in the next one or two months.” 

Vucic’s warning shouldn’t be taken idly. 

Russian President Vladimir Putin is threatening the West with nuclear retaliation 
while he holds a “referendum” in captured Ukrainian regions to justify their 
annexation. ABC News on Friday described “pro-Russian soldiers with assault rifles 
going door to door collecting ballots.” 

Putin has also called up over 300,000 military reservists to enter the fray. 

Vucic accused the world powers of endangering his country by weakening the UN 

and “de facto” destroying the global order, Euronews reported. 
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“For us who are small and who want to guarantee security for our citizens, this is 
not good news and I expect that things will become even more complicated 
between the West and the Russian Federation and also between the West and 

China,” he said. 

Vucic had more harsh words for his fellow world leaders during a Thursday address 
at the General Assembly. 

“Our words make a hollow and empty echo compared to the reality that we are 
facing,” he said, according to the Anadolu Agency. “The reality is that no one listens 
to anyone, no one strives for real agreements and problem solving, and almost 

everyone cares only about their own interests.” 

“Despite our position, many in this hall still have a problem with respect for the 
territorial integrity of Serbia,” Vucic said, referring to Kosovo, a breakaway region 
whose independence from Serbia has been recognized by most of the UN. 

“You wonder why?” he asked. “Because they possess the power and we are small 
and weak in their eyes. However, as you could hear, we still have the strength to 
speak the truth in this place.” 

Vucic compared the situation in Ukraine to that in Serbia. 

He wondered aloud, “What is the difference between the sovereignty and 
territorial integrity of Ukraine and the sovereignty and territorial integrity of Serbia, 
which was grossly violated and for which you provided international recognition 
and legitimacy — at least, some of you. Nobody has ever provided a rational answer 
to this question.” 

This article appeared originally on The Western Journal. 
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THE BLAZE 

Report: Chinese communists operating covert 

police operations in the US, Canada, and 

Europe 

Joseph MacKinnon  

September 30, 2022 

Chinese communist agents are reportedly conducting extralegal and clandestine 
policing operations across the globe to intimidate and hunt down persons wanted 
by Beijing. The United States, Canada, and Europe are among the countries home 
to the CCP "police service stations" involved in this work.  

According to a new report, these police stations, while purportedly created to 
combat fraud, are a means to extend the genocidal communist regime's influence 
and powers of "transnational repression." This confirms the acceleration of a well-
documented trend of the communist power infringing upon the "rights and 
freedoms of overseas Chinese and minority communities in exile." 

Parallel policing mechanisms 

Safeguard Defenders, a European pan-Asian human rights NGO, issued a 
September report entitled "110 Overseas: Chinese Transnational Policing Gone 
Wild," detailing how the communist Chinese regime has employed "overseas police 
service stations" on five continents. 

On January 22, Liu Rongyan, director of the Overseas Chinese Police Office of the 
Public Security Bureau in Fuzhou City, announced that the "first batch" of 30 
overseas police services in 25 cities across 21 countries had been opened. There 
are now reportedly 54 such CCP-backed centers. 

Don't miss out on content from Dave Rubin free of big tech censorship. Listen to 
The Rubin Report now.  
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There are allegedly one station in New York, three in Toronto, and dozens across 
Europe, Africa, Latin America, and Asia. 

Whereas China contends that these stations serve expats in the capacity of micro-
consulates, aiding with administrative tasks (e.g., filing police reports or renewing 
drivers' licenses), Safeguard Defenders indicated that the primary function of these 
forward operating bases is instead to compel persons to return to China whenever 

the regime has determined them to have broken Chinese law. 

"These operations eschew official bilateral police and judicial cooperation and 
violate international law," said the report. Furthermore, they may "violate the 
territorial integrity of third countries involved in setting up a parallel policing 
mechanism using illegal methods." 

The development of these centers occurred alongside the CCP's campaign to 
intimidate and extort Chinese nationals and expats to return to China to face 
criminal proceedings. Between April 2021 and July 2022, communist authorities 
claimed 230,000 nationals were "persuaded to return." 

Safeguard Defenders identified two methods frequently used to prompt nationals 

to return.  

First, CCP agents track down a target's family in China "in order to pressure them 
through means of intimidation, harassment, detention or imprisonment into 

persuading their family members to return 'voluntarily'."  

Second, CCP agents or proxies are dispatched to threaten and harass the target into 
returning "voluntarily." 

For proxies and willing co-conspirators, Freedom House reported last year that 
communist officials rely upon "a broader framework of influence that encompasses 
cultural associations, diaspora groups, and in some cases, organized crime 

networks." 

The Safeguard Defenders report stressed that these methods and the stations that 
may provide support to their executors leave "legal Chinese residents abroad fully 
exposed to extra-legal targeting by the Chinese police, with little to none of the 

protection theoretically ensured under both national and international law." 

https://nationalpost.com/news/canada/first-reading-why-beijing-is-allegedly-opening-police-stations-on-canadian-soil
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Chinese authorities claim that the hundreds of thousands of people persuaded to 
return to China were suspected of fraud and telecom fraud; however, there have 
been recent indications that such intimidation campaigns have been utilized 
against political dissidents, religious minorities, and refugees fleeing communist 
oppression.  

Growing infrastructure of repression 

Pastor Pan Yongguan and 61 Christian congregants belonging to the Shenzhen Holy 
Reformed Church fled China in 2019, seeking refugee from communist persecution. 
Yongguan's family, who remained in China were penalized as a result of his actions. 

Pressure was similarly applied to other congregants' families (e.g., a newborn's 
legal status was denied by authorities), with the expectation that the expats would 
return to face charges of treason and "collusion with foreign forces." 

Although Yongguan suggested CCP agents were stalking him in Thailand, he has not 
yet been captured. Other targets of the CCP who fled to countries with closer 
Chinese ties were, however, quickly apprehended.  

For instance, many of the estimated 1,500 ethnic Muslim Uyghurs who were 
hunted down and detained in the Near East and North Africa have been extradited 
back to China. 

A 2021 Freedom House report stated, "China conducts the most sophisticated, 
global, and comprehensive campaign of transnational repression in the world." The 
CCP "targets many groups, including multiple ethnic and religious minorities, 
political dissidents, human rights activists, journalists, and former insiders accused 

of corruption." 

It may be expedient for the communists to accuse those in these groups instead of 
fraud, the alleged focus of their foreign police service stations.  

Regardless of the accusation, the tactics utilized are the same, ranging from "direct 
attacks like renditions, to co-opting other countries to detain and render exiles, to 
mobility controls, to threats from a distance like digital threats, spyware, and 
coercion by proxy."  

American operations 
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While New York City may be the only known American location of a CCP police 
service station administered by the Fuzhou Public Security Bureau, there is 
nevertheless a great deal of communist interference and intimidation nationwide. 

In September 2020, NYPD officer and U.S. Army reservist Baimadajie Angwang (of 
Tibetan descent) was allegedly conscripted by Chinese officials to spy on the 
Tibetan community in New York City on behalf of the communist regime. He was 
charged with acting as an illegal agent of the CCP as well as committing wire fraud, 
making false statements, and obstructing an official proceeding. 

In October 2020, eight illegal Chinese agents were charged for surveilling, locating, 
and intimidating targets of the CCP. They intended to coerce their targets back to 
China, where "they would face certain imprisonment or worse following 
illegitimate trials." 

On July 7, five men including one current and one former Department of Homeland 
Security agent, Craig Miller and Derrick Taylor, were indicted for crimes related to 
a communist Chinese transnational repression scheme to silence critics of the 
regime. 

On September 26, a Chinese national, 31-year-old Ji Chaoqun, was found guilty of 
conspiracy to act as an agent of a foreign government. The former U.S. Army 
reservist had informed on individuals targeted for recruitment to the Jiangsu 
Province Ministry of State Security. These individuals included other Chinese 
nationals operating as engineers and scientists in the U.S. 

Governments looking the other way 

The Globe and Mail reported that one of the three CCP stations allegedly operating 
in Toronto was the office belonging to the Canada Toronto FuQing Business 
Association. This association was reportedly "established 'under the guidance' of a 
number of Chinese and Fujianese government organizations, including a municipal 
committee of the United Front Work Department, the body that projects the 

Chinese Communist Party's influence overseas." 

It remains unclear whether these alleged communist police service stations 
operate "with the imprimatur or even knowledge of the host government." 
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Camille Boily-Lavoie, a spokesman for the RCMP, told the Globe that the federal 
police force was aware that "foreign states may seek to intimidate or harm 
communities or individuals within Canada." 

According to the National Post, dissidents targeted by the CCP have long warned 
Canadian authorities of organized harassment by communist agents. 

Canadian critics of the CCP's genocide of Uyghurs in Xinjiang have been targeted by 
CCP proxies in harassment campaigns.  

Cherie Wong, for instance, faced rape and death threats from communist activists 
in the Canadian province of British Columbia. Wong indicated that critics of the CCP 
and its murderous policies can expect their family members back in China to get a 
threatening "tea visit" from Chinese officials. 

Chinese dissident Shen Xue, who moved to Canada fleeing communist persecution, 
was allegedly threatened by CCP agents in Toronto. "I thought that I escaped from 
the fear," she said. "But I realized that they are here, their people, their network, 
their power, and everything is here." 

In light of a cabinet letter, the House of Commons is reportedly "aware that foreign 
states, including the People's Republic of China or its proxies, may attempt to 
harass, threaten and intimidate Canadians, persons residing in Canada or their 
families, in Canada or abroad." 

Prime Minister Justin Trudeau, who publicly stated that he admired China's "basic 
dictatorship," was warned last year by Canada's spy agency that the communist 
Chinese interference campaigns "have become normalized." 

The Canadian Coalition on Human Rights in China called the Trudeau government's 
response to communist interference and influence campaigns weak and 
"piecemeal at best, and, more often, unsatisfactory and ineffective at identifying 

and addressing the sources of these violations."  

The group stated that "many individuals fear that Chinese government or consular 
agents are monitoring their speech or their activities. ... Chinese state actors have 
almost certainly become emboldened by the inadequate responses of Canadian 

officials." 
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Charles Burton, a senior fellow at the Macdonald-Laurier Institute, called the 
presence of the CCP police stations in Toronto "an outrage."  

"Chinese police setting up offices in Canada, then 'persuading' alleged criminals to 
return to the motherland to face 'justice' — while our own government and security 
services apparently choose to look the other way — represents a gross violation of 
Canada's national sovereignty, international law and the norms of diplomacy," he 

wrote.  

Burton added, "China is extending the grip of its Orwellian police state into this 
country." 

It's not just Canada that has permitted CCP agents to put up shop. 

According to the Italian publication Il Foglio, there is a "Fuzhou Overseas Police 
Station" in the Tuscan city of Prato. Some Chinese expats reportedly use the station 
as an alternative to a legitimate Italian court, much like the Sharia law courts that 
operate extralegally in Britain. 

The communist-linked police station is reportedly "not of particular concern" to the 
real Italian police because it "only deals with administrative practices and not public 
security." 

According to the Safeguard Defenders report, there are communist Chinese-linked 
police stations in the following British, European, and Balkan countries: The 
Netherlands; Ireland; Portugal; Czech Republic; Hungary; Italy; France; Germany; 
Slovakia; Austria; Ukraine; Serbia; Sweden; Spain; Scotland; England; and Greece. 
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THE GATEWAY PUNDIT 

Creepy Bill Gates Makes Ominious 

Prediction: ‘We’re Going To Have A Hung 

Election And A Civil War,’ Misinformation 

‘May Bring It All To An End 

By Alicia Power 

September 30, 2022 

Bill Gates is not only a medical expert with no degree. 

The vaccine-touting billionaire depopulation advocate also thinks he is a political 
analyst. 

Those banking on the next election to stop the globalist take over America are in 

for a rude awakening, according to the Microsoft founder. 

Political polarization may “bring it all to an end,” Gates warned during a keynote 
conversation at the 2022 Forbes 400 Philanthropy Summit. 

“The polarization and lack of trust is a problem,” he said. 

The spread of misinformation, particularly the book authored by Robert Kenedy Jr. 
exposing Gates’ involvement in eugenics, is fueling polarization, the philanthropist 
argued. 

“One of the best-selling books last year was a book by Robert Kennedy, saying that 
I like to make money and kill millions of people with vaccines,” he said. “It’s wild 
that [that] sells well.” 

There is no “solution for misinformation and conspiracy theories,”  argued Gates 
while lamenting how “people approach him on the street to yell at him and accuse 
him of tracking people with microchips.” 

Investments in censorship are worthwhile, he explained. 
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“People seek simple solutions [and] the truth is kind of boring sometimes,” he 
said.  Anybody who’s got good innovations on reducing polarization, getting the 
truth to be as interesting as the crazy stuff, that would be well worth investing in.” 

Fortunately, conspiracy theories pertaining to COVID are beginning to wane, he 
continued. 

“I have a group that tracks what’s on the web that’s talking about things that 
connect to me,” Gates said. “Overwhelmingly during the pandemic, 95% was all the 
conspiracy theory stuff. It is calming down now.” 

Gates, who predicted a pandemic back in 2015 and became famous around the 
world for his views on Covid-19, surmises domestic polarization and a “hung 
election” in the United States will ultimately ignite a war. 

“I admit that political polarization may bring it all to an end,” he said. “We’re going 
to have a hung election and a civil war. 

“I have no expertise in that, I’m not going to divert my money to that because I 

wouldn’t know how to spend it.” 
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New Book Reveals Democratic Decision to 

Abandon Due Process and Historical 

Precedent to Impeach Trump 

 September 29, 2022 

Below is today’s column in Fox.com on the new disclosures in a new book on the 

Trump impeachment. The authors allege that House Judiciary Committee Chair 

Jerrold Nadler, D-N.Y., and his staff raised virtually the same procedural objections 

that I made in my testimony about the House abandoning both historical precedent 

and due process guarantees. The book directly contradicts public statements made 

by Speaker Nancy Pelosi and House Intelligence Committee Chair Adam Schiff. 

Here is the column: 

“They’re going to argue we don’t have due process for Trump. Why make that 
argument real?” Those words from House Judiciary Committee Chair Jerrold 
Nadler, D-N.Y.,  stand out in the shocking disclosures in the recently released book, 
“Unchecked: The Untold Story Behind Congress’s Botched Impeachments of 
Donald Trump,” Politico Playbook co-author Rachael Bade and Washington Post 
reporter Karoun Demirjian recount how House Intelligence Committee Chair Adam 
Schiff and Speaker Nancy Pelosi overrode objections from Nadler that the lack of 
witness testimony was a denial of due process for then President Donald Trump. 
Nadler reportedly put it plainly and correctly: “It’s unfair, and it’s unprecedented, 
and it’s unconstitutional.” 

It was a strikingly familiar objection.  I testified at the first Trump impeachment 
before Nadler and criticized the lack of any factual witnesses or Judiciary 
Committee hearings supporting the articles of impeachment. The book details a 
position of the House Judiciary that is strikingly similar to my own testimony. 

The book, however, has not brought a sense of vindication as much as frustration. 
Nadler publicly toed the line with Pelosi to support a process that he reportedly 
viewed as abusive and “unconstitutional” even as some of us were set upon by a 
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legion of irate pundits. Worse yet, the book indicates that the bar on witnesses was 
not compelled by the schedule, as claimed by Pelosi and Schiff, but raw politics.  It 
was, I wrote, a decision to follow the rule of Franz Kafka’s character that “my 

guiding principle is this: Guilt is never to be doubted.” 

On the second impeachment, they went one better. They jettisoned any witnesses 
(including legal experts) in what I called a “snap impeachment.” 

During the impeachments, I suggested that the reason was not any limitation of 
time but tactical advantage. In both rushed impeachments, Pelosi then held back 
the articles of impeachment before sending them to the Senate – destroying even 

the pretense of exigency as the reason for abandoning due process. 

The book appears to confirm the Kafkaesque logic. It states that neither Pelosi nor 
Schiff wanted to risk a witness or member going off script by allowing true due 
process. When Nadler raised historical and constitutional objections, Schiff 
reportedly barked back that he needed to change “his tone” and complained 
“you’re putting us in a box.”  That box is an effort to guarantee fairness and Nadler 
reportedly and correctly observed that “if we’re going to impeach, we need to show 
the country that we gave the president ample opportunity to defend himself.” 

In my testimony in the only hearing held by the Judiciary Committee (over the two 
impeachments), I objected that “this is wrong. It is not wrong because President 
Trump is right…No, it is wrong because this is not how an American president 
should be impeached.” 

I relied primarily on the Nixon and Clinton cases to show how far the House was 
outside any historical navigational beacons. It turns out Nadler and his staff 
reached the same conclusion and cautioned Schiff and Pelosi to “stick close to the 

Nixon and Clinton cases.” They refused. 

Dan Goldman, Schiff’s lead counsel and the Democratic nominee to represent New 
York’s 10th District in the House, scoffed and mocked Nadler: “Jerry Nadler? With 
him, everything is negotiable.” When Nadler’s team argued for an approach (as I 
did) “more like Nixon,” Schiff’s team reportedly dismissed due process and said, 
“F— Donald Trump.” 

People can disagree on the merits of the impeachments, but both impeachments 
were an abusive use of the Article I authority in the denial of any substantive 
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hearings before the Judiciary Committee. While it was constitutional in the sense 
that there is no required process, it was wrong from both a historical and 
procedural perspective.  Of course, the public was not allowed to either hear from 
witnesses or know that even Democrats like the Judiciary Chair objected on these 
same grounds. 

Indeed, when the House elected to pursue the January 6th investigation, they 
followed the same playbook with Schiff as a member.  Traditionally, each party is 
allowed to pick its own members on such committees. However, Pelosi rejected 
two of the Republican members and the rest of the party (except for outgoing Reps. 
Lynne Cheney and Adam Kinzinger) boycotted the hearings. The result was a one-
sided production without a hint of fairness or balance in exploring possible 

defenses or counterarguments. 

What is most sad about this account is that, for a critical moment, Nadler rose to 
the occasion. He defended not just the historical authority of his committee but the 
constitutional norm, even for a president despised by Democrats. That twilight 
moment of clarity was soon lost. The book recounts how Nadler made an “effort to 
get back into Pelosi’s good graces.” When I testified, there was not a hint of concern 
or dissent. Nadler and the Democrats scoffed at the notion that the impeachment 
departed from core historical precedent or legal protections. 

They had, as Nadler predicted, made the due process arguments “real,” but no one 
cared. To paraphrase Goodman’s reported observation, in Washington, 
“everything is negotiable.” 
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JUST THE NEWS 

Emergency rule emergency? How authorities 

are invoking crises to exercise unprecedented 

power 

From pandemic to purported threats to democracy, governing elites are invoking 
emergencies to justify a host of controversial measures — from election rule 
changes to Big Tech censorship —often without legislation. 

Days after the 2008 election, Rahm Emanuel famously issued what's known today 
as Rahm's rule. 

"You never want a serious crisis to go to waste," said Emanuel, then chief of staff 
to President-elect Barack Obama. "And what I mean by that is it's an opportunity 
to do things that you think you could not do before." 

Emanuel argued the 2008 financial crisis afforded the Obama administration a 
window to promptly address problems that had previously been deferred 

indefinitely pending the long-term ripening of political consensus. 

Fourteen years later, Emanuel's now-famous phrase on crises has become standard 
practice in Washington, D.C., as officials in power regularly use what they deem 
"emergencies"— from viral pandemics to purported threats to democracy — to 
push controversial measures and restrictions on civil liberties that otherwise might 
fail due to pushback. 

This trend was recently highlighted by President Biden declaring the COVID-19 
pandemic over while still maintaining the national emergency declaration on the 
pandemic as his administration used COVID-19 to justify major executive action. 

"The pandemic is over," Biden recently told CBS' "60 Minutes" in an interview. "We 
still have a problem with COVID. We're still doing a lot of work on it. But the 
pandemic is over. If you notice, no one's wearing masks. Everybody seems to be in 
pretty good shape." 
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However, the Biden administration has yet to lift the public health emergency that 
was first declared in 2020 for COVID-19. That declaration has allowed the White 
House to use the National Emergencies Act to activate special executive powers, 

such as restricting hours of operations at U.S. ports of entry. 

This apparent contradiction between declaring the pandemic over and still utilizing 
its emergency powers was especially evident in Biden's recent announcement that 
he'll unilaterally cancel $10,000 of federal student loan debt for borrowers making 
less than $125,000 per year and up to $20,000 for those who received Pell Grants, 
which support tuition for lower-income students. 

Biden didn't issue an executive order when he announced his plan. Instead, his 
administration invoked the Higher Education Relief Opportunities for Students Act 
of 2003, commonly known as the HEROES ACT, a law passed after the 9/11 terrorist 
attacks that allows the secretary of education to provide relief from student loan 
payments during times of war or national emergency. 

According to the Biden administration, the COVID-19 pandemic qualified as such a 
time of emergency. 

When Biden made his announcement, the Justice Department released a legal 
opinion stating the HEROES ACT gives the education secretary the "authority to 
reduce or eliminate the obligation to repay the principal balance of federal student 
loan debt, including on a class-wide basis in response to the COVID-19 pandemic." 

The Education Department's Office of the General Counsel issued a memo making 
an identical argument. 

However, Biden's latest declaration about the pandemic undercuts his own legal 
argument, experts told Just the News. It also spotlights how those in power can 
exploit emergencies to push their agenda. 

"Administrative agencies use the issue of the day to do what they wanted to do 
anyway," said John Vecchione, senior litigation counsel for the New Civil Liberties 
Alliance. "With student loans, they're trying to get more juice out of COVID. They're 
going to try anything to do what they wanted to do anyway, then address questions 
about statute and if the action is in [the legal text] or not." 
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House Speaker Nancy Pelosi (D-Calif.) and Biden himself have also said previously 
that a president doesn't have the power to cancel student debt on a large scale. 

Biden's student loan forgiveness plan is the latest example of government officials 
and allied elites justifying a range of extensive initiatives as an emergency public 
health response to COVID-19. 

"Government will always take the crisis of the day and push what they want," said 
Vecchione. "Take the CDC eviction moratorium. Officials in power didn't like 
evictions, so they got rid of them." 

Vecchione was referring to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, backed 
by the Biden administration, citing COVID-19 to justify a moratorium on eviction. 
The Supreme Court eventually rejected the moratorium, arguing the CDC exceeded 
its authority. 

One of the more contentious aspects of the government's exercise of emergency 
authority during the pandemic was the federal imposition of sweeping mandates 
requiring millions of Americans to get the COVID-19 vaccine. 

In January, the Supreme Court struck down the administration's mandate requiring 
private businesses with 100 or more employees to ensure all workers get 
vaccinated or submit to weekly COVID-19 testing, ruling the Occupational Safety 
and Health Administration doesn't have the authority to issue such a far-reaching 

rule. 

"Administrative agencies are creatures of statute," said the court opinion. "They 
accordingly possess only the authority that Congress has provided. The secretary 
has ordered 84 million Americans to either obtain a COVID–19 vaccine or undergo 
weekly medical testing at their own expense. This is no 'everyday exercise of federal 
power.' It is instead a significant encroachment into the lives — and health — of a 
vast number of employees." 

The high court did allow a vaccine mandate to stand for medical facilities that take 
Medicare or Medicaid payments. The administration is also currently fighting to 
uphold mandates requiring vaccines for federal government workers and those 
who work for government contractors. 
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Beyond vaccines, another contentious issue throughout the pandemic was the 
imposition of lockdowns — particularly by state governments — all of which were 
pitched as public health measures to combat the spread of COVID-19. 

In New York City, for example, officials welded shut playgrounds and shut down 
schools for Orthodox Jews, who were secretly studying their faith underground. 

The New York state government, meanwhile, imposed restrictions on religious 
services until they were struck down by the Supreme Court. 

"It is time — past time — to make plain that, while the pandemic poses many grave 
challenges, there is no world in which the Constitution tolerates color-coded 
executive edicts that reopen liquor stores and bike shops but shutter churches, 
synagogues, and mosques," Justice Neil Gorsuch wrote in his opinion. 

In Michigan, to cite another example, people with multiple homes in the state were 
barred from traveling freely between those properties as part of a stay-at-home 
order. 

Nationwide, lockdown measures also prevented many businesses from operating 
in an effort to combat the virus. 

A study from Johns Hopkins University earlier this year found that lockdowns 
"imposed enormous economic and social costs where they have been adopted" 
before concluding, "Lockdown policies are ill-founded and should be rejected as a 
pandemic policy instrument." 

The restrictions on civil liberties weren't confined to the U.S. 

In Canada earlier this year, truckers opposed the nation's COVID-19 mandates by 
creating a "freedom convoy" and blocking roads in downtown Ottawa. In response, 
the Canadian government claimed sweeping powers under the Emergencies Act, 

such as banning public assembly in certain locations. 

The government also ordered banks to freeze the accounts of those involved in the 
convoy and cease providing financial services when the institution suspected that 
an account, either personal or corporate, was being used to further the blockade. 
Banks and other financial service providers didn't need a court order to freeze an 
account and were protected against civil liability. 
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The measures mirrored antiterrorism laws, broadening the scope of Canada's anti-
money laundering and terrorist financing rules to cover crowdfunding platforms as 
a way to stop funding from reaching the Freedom Convoy. 

Days after introducing these measures, the government ended its special 
emergency powers. 

Returning to the U.S., perhaps most notoriously, Democrats pushed a host of 
initiatives to upend the nation's voting laws in unprecedented ways, which fueled 
doubts about Biden's victory in the 2020 presidential election. 

In the months before the election, the Democrats' top election lawyer, Marc Elias, 
spearheaded dozens of legal efforts across the country to challenge state election 
integrity laws — such as voter ID requirements and absentee ballot witness 
requirements — which, they argued, disenfranchised voters. 

Many of these laws had been enacted by state legislatures and signed by governors 
before Elias pushed to have them suspended by courts. 

Elias justified his campaign as a public health response to COVID-19, pushing states 
to adopt universal mail-in voting and no-excuse absentee ballots so people didn't 
have to go out to polling places on Election Day. Historically, absentee, by-mail 
ballots were only meant for voters who had a legitimate reason for being unable to 
vote in person on Election Day, such as military deployment overseas. 

The lawsuits were part of an effort to "take advantage of COVID-19 to get the 
changes they've wanted for years into election rules" and had the effect of 
"plaguing" the 2020 election, according to Hans von Spakovsky, a senior fellow at 

the Heritage Foundation and manager of its election law reform initiative. 

Meanwhile, Democrats sought (unsuccessfully) to push a bill in Congress that 
would implement similar election law changes nationally, attempting to federalize 

election rules by forcing states to implement mandates from Congress. 

The Constitution primarily gives state legislatures, not the federal government, the 
power to create and enforce their own election procedures. 
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The voting changes were justified to combat not only COVID-19 but also another 
emergency: a purported existential threat to American democracy posed by Trump 
supporters. 

Following the controversy of the 2020 election, Republicans in some states such as 
Georgia have pushed a series of election reforms with the stated purpose of 
combating voter fraud and protecting election integrity 

These measures include requiring voters to provide identification to receive an 
absentee ballot and prohibiting ballot harvesting, a tactic, outlawed in most states, 
in which third-party activists gather and deliver voters' ballots. 

Biden has consistently described these efforts as "voter suppression" meant to 
make it harder for people, especially minorities, to cast their ballots. He said Trump 
"and his supporters" want "to suppress your vote, to subvert our elections" and "to 
disenfranchise anyone who votes against them," describing Republican election 
reforms as "Jim Crow 2.0," a reference to laws that enforced racial segregation in 
the South. 

"That's the kind of power you see in totalitarian states, not in democracies," Biden 
said earlier this year. "Will you stand against election subversion? Yes, or no? Will 
you stand for democracy? Yes, or no? ... Do you want to be on the side of Dr. King 
or George Wallace? Do you want to be on the side of John Lewis or Bull Connor? 
Do you want to be on the side of Abraham Lincoln or Jefferson Davis?" 

In a speech last month, Biden called Trump and supporters of the Make America 
Great Again movement aligned with him "threats" to the country and democracy 
itself. He echoed that point in a speech last week, describing "MAGA Republicans" 
as extremists who don't accept the rule of law. 

Despite such claims, Democrats themselves may intervene in the 2022 midterm 
elections through a series of rule changes similar to 2020. 

Last year, Biden signed an executive order titled "Promoting Access to Voting," 
which enshrined several election reforms supported by Democrats and adopted 
during the pandemic purportedly on a temporary, emergency basis. 

The order also directed the heads of federal agencies to send the White House "a 
strategic plan outlining the ways identified under this review that the agency can 
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promote voter registration and voter participation." Amid speculation that the 
administration's plan could include ways to intervene in the 2022 midterm 
elections, the Justice Department is refusing to release documents outlining the 

strategy. 

Beyond being invoked to engineer Democrat-friendly changes to election law, the 
alleged emergency threat to democracy is also being cited to license extraordinary 

measures against so-called insurrectionists and domestic extremists. 

Biden and his allies have similarly described those involved in the Jan. 6 Capitol riot, 
or who support legal fair play and humane treatment for Jan. 6 prisoners, or who 
question the results of the 2020 presidential election as insurrectionists and threats 
to American democracy. 

"I've said it before: We are facing the most significant test of our democracy since 
the Civil War," said Biden. "That's not hyperbole. Since the Civil War. The 
Confederates back then never breached the Capitol as insurrectionists did on 
January the 6th." 

Earlier this year, Democrats launched a campaign to label and disqualify 
Republicans who supported efforts to question the 2020 presidential election 
results as insurrectionists who tried to subvert American democracy. 

The Justice Department has arrested nearly 900 people for charges related to Jan. 
6, imprisoning most without a trial. Several have said the FBI, Justice Department, 
and federal prison officials under the Biden administration violated their 
constitutional rights. The vast majority weren't accused of carrying a weapon, 
assaulting law enforcement, or destroying property. Many didn't even enter the 
Capitol building. 

Just the News has previously reported on growing outcry among legal experts and 
civil libertarians over what they described as the Justice Department's strong-arm 
tactics targeting Trump allies and critics of the Biden administration. Many of the 

incidents under scrutiny were related to the government's Jan. 6 investigation. 

The Homeland Security Department, meanwhile, in February put out a "National 
Terrorism Advisory Bulletin" discussing how "conspiracy theories," "misleading 
narratives," and "and other forms of mis- dis- and mal-information" can fuel foreign 
and domestic terrorism. It cited "false or misleading narratives regarding 
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unsubstantiated widespread election fraud and COVID-19" online as "key factors 
contributing to the current heightened threat environment." 

The national emergency to protect democracy from terrorists and insurrectionists 
has also extended to Big Tech. 

Whistleblower documents released last month by Republican Sens. Josh Hawley 
(Mo.) and Chuck Grassley (Iowa) showed DHS officials writing that homeland 
security is threatened by disinformation, especially "conspiracy theories about the 
validity and security of elections" and "disinformation related to the origins and 
effects of COVID-19 vaccines or the efficacy of masks." 

The documents obtained by Hawley and Grassley also showed an effort by DHS to 
recruit Twitter and other Big Tech firms to aid in its mission to stamp out 
"disinformation." 

The attorneys general of Missouri and Louisiana are pursuing a lawsuit against the 
Biden administration for allegedly colluding with social media giants like Twitter 
and Facebook to suppress freedom of speech on a number of topics, including the 
origins of COVID-19, the efficacy of masks, and election integrity.   

Another area where authorities have sought to implement ambitious policy 
changes through an emergency is climate change, especially following Russia's 
invasion of Ukraine earlier this year. 

Biden's ban on Russian energy imports prompted liberals to argue he should further 
extend his executive powers and declare a national climate emergency. 

Several Biden administration officials then argued the Russia-Ukraine war 
presented an opportunity to accelerate the transition from fossil fuels to renewable 
energy and sustainable agriculture. 

"Never let a crisis go to waste," Administrator of the U.S.  Agency for International 
Development Samantha Power said in May, explaining the administration was 
encouraging "natural solutions" for farmers amid a fertilizer shortage. 

Both Energy Secretary Jennifer Granholm and the White House Council of 
Economic Advisers suggested the Russian invasion could be an impetus to push the 
green energy transition. 
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Biden's special envoy for climate issues, John Kerry, warned earlier this year that 
Russia's war in Ukraine will produce "massive emissions" and distract the world 
from "what we need to do for the climate." 

More broadly, Biden has considered declaring a national climate emergency as he 
and other leaders describe climate change as an existential threat to humanity and 
the entire planet. 

Of course, invoking emergencies to advance a policy agenda is neither new nor 
confined to one political party. 

Former President Trump, for example, declared a national emergency on the 
border with Mexico in order to access billions of dollars that Congress refused to 
give him to build a border wall. 
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THE POST MILLENIAL 

BREAKING: House invokes Jan 6 to pass 

bill modifying Electoral College certification 

process  

The bill specifically invokes the Capitol riot on January 6, 2021 and 
former President Donald Trump as reasons that the Electoral Count Act 
of 1887 should be amended "to prevent other future unlawful efforts 
to overturn Presidential elections and to ensure future peaceful 
transfers of Presidential power."  

Hannah Nightingale 

Sep 21, 2022 

On Wednesday evening, the House passed a bill that aims to modify the process in 

which the Electoral College certifies its votes during an election season. 

 

The Presidential Election Reform Act, or HR 8873, passed in the house chamber in 

a 229-203 vote, with nine Republicans voting alongside Democrats in the days, 

according to the Washington Post. 

The bill, which was written by Republican Wyoming Rep. Liz Cheney and Democrat 

California Rep. Zoe Lofgren, specifically invokes the Capitol riot on January 6, 2021 

and former President Donald Trump as reasons that the Electoral Count Act of 1887 

should be amended "to prevent other future unlawful efforts to overturn 

Presidential elections and to ensure future peaceful transfers of Presidential 

power." 

 

The bill states that no "person acting under color of law shall willfully fail or refuse 

to tabulate, count, or report any vote that is timely cast and is otherwise valid under 

applicable State and Federal law; or certify the aggregate tabulations of such votes 

or certify the election of the candidates receiving sufficient such votes to be elected 

to office." 
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In addition, the law affirms that the sitting Vice President would have no role in the 

process beyond being a figurehead, barring them from changing the results, a 

measure that references Trump’s push to have Pence reject electoral votes on 

January 6. 

 

“Legal challenges are not improper, but Donald Trump’s refusal to abide by the 

rulings of the courts certainly was,” Cheney said Wednesday during House debate 

on the measure. “In our system of government, elections in the states determine 

who is the president. Our bill does not change that. But this bill will prevent 

Congress from illegally choosing the president itself.” 

 

Cheney later added, “This bill is a very important and crucial bill to ensure that what 

happened on January 6 never happens again.” 

 

A similar measure has been introduced in the senate, written jointly by West 

Virginia Democratic Rep. Joe Manchin and Maine Republican Rep. Susan Collins, 

called the Electoral Count Reform and Presidential Transition Improvement Act. 
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Who is controlling THESE mentally 

incapacitated Democrats?!  

September 27, 2022 

Joe Biden — whether due to illness or age — seems to be mentally incapacitated 
which, according to Merriam-Webster, means ‘an absence of mental capacity.’ But 
it’s not just Joe. In fact, Stu argues that the mental abilities of current Senate 
candidate John Fetterman may be even worse. Plus, Kamala Harris can barely string 
together a cohesive thought, and Nancy Pelosi incoherently babbles as well. This 
leads Glenn to a very important question: With these mentally incapacitated 

Democrats, WHO THEN IS RUNNING AND CONTROLLING THE PARTY?! 

Transcript 

Below is a rush transcript that may contain errors  

GLENN: All right. So let's take a look at the upcoming elections. How are things 
shaping up in the Senate, Stu? 
 
STU: Very, very closely, Glenn. Very, very close races. A lot of toss-up states. A lot 
of very tight back and forth. 
 
GLENN: Can we start with Fetterman, please? 
 
STU: Yes.  
 
GLENN: Okay. Is it still really, really points? Is he still like three points ahead, or 
five points ahead? 
 
STU: Yeah. Yeah. 
 
GLENN: How is that possible? 
 
STU: Thank you. Thank you. 
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GLENN: How is that possible? Sara, do you have that clip? 
 
VOICE: The Eagles are so much better than the Eagles. Oh, my gosh. This guy can't 
function. Now, look, I mean, I'm wondering, who is really running the show? Who 
is running the Democratic Party? 
 
Because you have Joe Biden who is -- I mean, he's there occasionally. You know 
what I mean? He's mentally there, occasionally. Other times, no idea. 
 
Kamala Harris, no. She's not -- 
 
STU: She just blathers on and says nothing. We have an entire thing at 
Veepthoughts.com, of all her idiocy. She continually tries to talk, but can't say 
anything.  
 
GLENN: Right. But Feinstein, gone. 
 
STU: They've basically admitted, she isn't even doing the job anymore. Nancy 
Pelosi is hammered, half the time, allegedly. When she's making any speech. 
 
GLENN: Hammered. Either that, or she just doesn't know what he's talking about. 
But I think it's hammered. 
 
STU: And Fetterman is -- we constantly beat on Joe Biden's ability to get through 
speeches. He's remarkably better than John Fetterman at this, right now. John 
Fetterman can't speak. This is a deliberative body. 
 
GLENN: So can I ask you a question? 
 
And no offense meant here, by people, who are in this. But I don't want a special 
ed. class running my country. And that's pretty much what we have right now in 
the party right now. People who can no longer think clearly, for one reason or 
another. 
 
STU: Yeah. They're all different reasons. 
 



GLENN: But you can't run a country like this. You can't run a country like this. 
 
STU: We've seen what happens when you try it. Right? 
 
We've seen the last two years. We've seen the results of what happens when you 
attempt to do it this way. It doesn't work. 
 
GLENN: And you have to ask yourself. Who is making the policies? Who is making 
the policies? I mean, I'm asking that rhetorically. 
 
STU: The Taiwan policies are a good example of this. Who is making the Taiwan 
policy? Joe Biden keeps coming out and saying, over and over again, that we are -- 
our troops are going to go defend Taiwan if China attacks it. That's Joe Biden's 
policy. And then five minutes later. The White House and five other organizations, 
within our government, come out and say, that's not actually our policy. We 
swear. We swear. Then Joe Biden comes out and does another interview and says 
it again, and then he does it again and again. He's done it four or five times. 
 
GLENN: Well, Lindsey -- this Lindsey Graham abortion bill, which we will get into 
some other day. This Lindsey Graham abortion bill, Joe Biden came out and said, 
it's stricter than my church's -- 
 
STU: No. The Catholic Church -- 
 
GLENN: How can that be stricter than the -- Catholic Church is no abortion? How 
can you be stricter? Death for abortion? 
 
Well, I mean, how could it be stricter than that? 
 
STU: No. 
 
GLENN: That's not. 
 
STU: No. This is just craziness. I mean, they're trying everything they can to throw 
you off of the scent of what you should actually be voting for. 
 
GLENN: No. They are trying -- they're not trying -- they are lying to you. That's all 



that this is. They are lying to you. Stricter? It's a 15-week ban on abortion. It's 
after 15 weeks, you can't have abortions. That's more lenient than France! Okay. 
France has 13 weeks. This has 15. So to get people to vote for these clowns, they 
just have to lie to you. 
 
How many times do they have to lie to you, before you wake up? 
 
Some countries, it doesn't -- they never wake up. 
 
GLENN: You mention the abortion policy. Let me just at least -- because this is a 
big election issue here. 
 
There's a big story that's happening in Arizona right now. Which is one of the -- 
the biggest states, when it comes to the Senate. And, of course, the governor as 
well in Arizona. And there's a law from 1864, I think it was, that passed. That 
basically said no abortions for any reasons. Except, I think there's the life of the 
mother exception. And it can be penalized with something -- 
 
GLENN: Whipping. Horsewhipping. 
 
The Border Patrol comes and whips you with your horses. While she's still laying 
in bed. 
 
STU: And like, I think it's three to five years in prison, for someone who facilitates 
one of these abortions. Now, of course we got into the Roe vs. Wade era. This law 
was still in the books. Never got repealed. They never did anything about it. Now 
we're on the other side of it. It's Roe vs. Wade gets overturned. And they about it 
to -- they run it through the courts. And the courts say, yeah. This is still law. If 
you want to change a law, you can change a law. But currently, this is the law of 
the land. I must apply it. That's how the law works. You can repeal a law opinion 
you can pass a new law that overrides that law. Now, since then, Arizona has tried 
to go through with a 15-week ban. But as of right now, it looks like the law of the 
land is still this 1864 law. 
 
GLENN: It can't be 1864. I don't think Arizona was a state -- 
 
STU: It was not a state when this was passed. It was a territorial. 



 
GLENN: Territorial. Okay. So we go back to literally the Cowboy and Indian times. 
 
STU: So -- but this is the law, and this is the way the law works.  
 
GLENN: And you will not tie your horse up on the door of my saloon either. 
 
STU: Now, of course, what we're talking about, is you'll have to go to California or 
somewhere else nearby, if you want to get your abortion, if you needed an 
abortion. If this law were to stay in place. So this is a back and forth. The left is 
trying so hard to make abortion the entire election here. Because, of course, they 
see this as -- some of the polling shows that the majority of people are against the 
Supreme Court decision, blah, blah, blah, blah. They only have a couple of issues 
here, they can run on. One is, they think they can run on Donald Trump, because 
half the country doesn't like him. They can run on abortion. That's all about all 
they have, right?  
 
So they're trying to make it seem like. Now, no one will lock down when the 
Democrats have any lines on abortion. They never have to express their lines on 
it. Only Republicans have to come up with their lines on abortion. Democrats 
never have to say, they want it all the way to birth. Only Peter Doocy is the one 
who asks them about it. 
 
GLENN: Because they don't have a line. It's not up to birth. It's not up to birth. 
 
STU: No. Their opinions are far more unpopular than the Republican positions on 
this. But the media is assisting them on this.  
 
And so there's a slew of Republicans, that are trying to find this middle ground, 
quote, unquote. 
 
PAT: Right. 
 
GLENN: Lindsey Graham being one of them. Hey, let's pass a 15-week abortion 
ban. I'm sorry. Did we just spend the last 50 years, fighting over Roe vs. Wade so 
we could eliminate 8 percent of abortions. Is that what we did? I want to make 
sure I understand, this whole Roe vs. Wade fight all these years was, hey, if it 



works, across the entire country, we can eliminate 8 percent of abortions? 
 
GLENN: May I just ask you a question, the Supreme Court said the federal 
government has no -- has to go to the state. 
 
STU: Right. 
 
GLENN: So why wouldn't this be overturned as well as unconstitutional? 
 
STU: I think it probably would. Especially with this Supreme Court. But, again, 
what is the point of winning elections, if -- what is the point of welling an election. 
If you win election after election after election, and get all the Supreme Court 
justices in, and then they overturn Roe vs. Wade. And your big idea is, hey, what if 
we mess around at the very edges of the fringe, and eliminate a few super late-
term abortions. Well, I mean, that's great. It's better than nothing. But clearly, 
that can't be the reason why we spent a half century battle to overturn Roe vs. 
Wade. Obviously, that can't be the end of this, right? 
 
GLENN: No. Because at 15 weeks, we'll get better at technology, and we'll be able 
to save children before 15 weeks. We'll eventually be able to grow them in a jar, 
okay? 
 
STU: Whether you can save them in a jar or not, it's still life, right? 
 
GLENN: Right. I know. But as it gets closer and closer, to being able to just put that 
embryo and put it in a jar. And grow it in a jar. We know it's life. It's like -- 
 
STU: It gets harder and harder to deny. 
 
GLENN: Now it's 15. What's it going to be in the future. This doesn't make any 
sense. 
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“It is the function of mass agitation to exploit all the grievances, hopes, 
aspirations, prejudices, fears, and ideals of all the special groups that make up 
our society, social, religious, economic, racial, political. Stir them up. Set one 
against the other. Divide and conquer. That’s the way to soften up a 
democracy.”― J. Edgar Hoover, Masters of Deceit 

The U.S. government has become a master of deceit. 

It’s all documented, too. 

This is a government that lies, cheats, steals, spies, kills, maims, enslaves, breaks 
the laws, overreaches its authority, and abuses its power at almost every turn; 
treats its citizens like faceless statistics and economic units to be bought, sold, 
bartered, traded, and tracked; and wages wars for profit, jails its own people for 
profit, and has no qualms about spreading its reign of terror abroad. 

Worse, this is a government that has become almost indistinguishable from the evil 
it claims to be fighting, whether that evil takes the form of terrorism, torture, drug 
trafficking, sex trafficking, murder, violence, theft, pornography, scientific 
experimentations or some other diabolical means of inflicting pain, suffering and 
servitude on humanity. 

With every passing day, it becomes painfully clear that this is not a government 
that can be trusted with your life, your loved ones, your livelihood or your 
freedoms. 

Just recently, for example, the Pentagon was compelled to order a sweeping review 
of clandestine U.S. psychological warfare operations (psy ops) conducted through 
social media platforms. The investigation comes in response to reports suggesting 
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that the U.S. military has been creating bogus personas with AI-generated profile 
pictures and fictitious media sites on Facebook, Twitter and Instagram in order to 
manipulate social media users. 

Psychological warfare, as the U.S. Army’s 4th Psychological Operations Group 
explained in a recruiting video released earlier this year, enables the government 
to pull the strings, turn everything they touch into a weapon, be everywhere, 

deceive, persuade, change, influence, and inspire. 

Of the many weapons in the government’s vast arsenal, psychological warfare (or 
psy ops) can take many forms: mind control experiments, behavioral nudging, 

propaganda. 

In the 1950s, MK-ULTRA, the mind control program developed under CIA director 
Allen Dulles as part of his brain warfare Cold War campaigns, subjected hundreds 
of unsuspecting American civilians and military personnel to doses of LSD, some 
having the hallucinogenic drug slipped into their drinks at the beach, in city bars, at 
restaurants. For Operation Midnight Climax, the CIA hired prostitutes to lure men 
into a bugged room, where they would be dosed with LSD and observed having sex 

As Brianna Nofil explains, “MK-Ultra’s ‘mind control’ experiments generally 
centered around behavior modification via electro-shock therapy, hypnosis, 
polygraphs, radiation, and a variety of drugs, toxins, and chemicals.” 

The CIA spent nearly $20 million on its MKULTRA program, reportedly as a means 
of programming people to carry out assassinations and, to a lesser degree, inducing 
anxieties and erasing memories, before it was supposedly shut down. 

As one study reported, detainees held in CIA safe-houses abroad “were literally 
interrogated to death in experimental methods combining drugs, hypnosis and 
torture, to attempt to master brainwashing techniques and memory erasing.” 

Similarly, the top-secret Montauk Project, the inspiration for the hit Netflix series 
Stranger Things, allegedly was working to develop mind-control techniques that 
would then be tested out on locals in a nearby village, triggering crime waves or 
causing teenagers to congregate. 

As journalist Lorraine Boissoneault concludes, “Despite MK-ULTRA violating ethical 
norms for human experiments, the legacy of brainwashing experiments continued 
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to live on in U.S. policy. The same methods that had once been used to train 
American soldiers ended up being used to extract information from terrorists in 
Abu Ghraib, Iraq and Guantanamo Bay.” 

Fast forward to the present day, and it’s clear that the government—aided and 
abetted by technological advances and scientific experimentation—has updated its 
psy ops warfare for a new era. For instance, the government has been empowered 
to use its ever-expanding arsenal of weapons and technologies to influence 
behaviors en masse and control the populace. 

It’s a short hop, skip and a jump from a behavioral program that tries to influence 
how people respond to paperwork to a government program that tries to shape 
the public’s views about other, more consequential matters. Thus, increasingly, 
governments around the world—including in the United States—are relying on 
“nudge units” to steer citizens in the direction the powers-that-be want them to 
go, while preserving the appearance of free will. 

Back in 2014, for example, a Fusion Center in Washington State (a Dept. of 
Homeland Security-linked data collection clearinghouse that shares information 
between state, local and federal agencies) inadvertently released records on 
remote mind control tactics (the use of “psycho-electronic” weapons to control 
people from a distance or subject them to varying degrees of pain). 

Indeed, the COVID-19 pandemic could easily be considered psychological warfare 
disguised as a pandemic threat. As science writer David Robson explains: “Fears of 
contagion lead us to become more conformist and tribalistic... Daily reminders of 
disease may even sway our political affiliations… Various experiments have shown 
that we become more conformist and respectful of convention when we feel the 
threat of a disease… the evocative images of a pandemic led [participants in an 

experiment] to value conformity and obedience over eccentricity or rebellion.” 

This is how you persuade a populace to voluntarily march in lockstep with a police 
state and police themselves (and each other): by ratcheting up the fear-factor, 
meted out one carefully calibrated crisis at a time, and teaching them to distrust 

any who diverge from the norm. 

This is not a new experiment in mind control. 
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Add the government’s inclination to monitor online activity and police so-called 
“disinformation,” and you have the makings of a restructuring of reality straight out 
of Orwell’s 1984, where the Ministry of Truth polices speech and ensures that facts 

conform to whatever version of reality the government propagandists embrace. 

This “policing of the mind” is exactly the danger author Jim Keith warned about 
when he predicted that “information and communication sources are gradually 
being linked together into a single computerized network, providing an opportunity 
for unheralded control of what will be broadcast, what will be said, and ultimately 
what will be thought.” 

We’ve already seen this play out on the state and federal level with hate crime 
legislation that cracks down on so-called “hateful” thoughts and expression, 
encourages self-censoring and reduces free debate on various subject matter.  

The end goal of these mind-control campaigns—packaged in the guise of the 
greater good—is to see how far the American people will allow the government to 
go in re-shaping the country in the image of a totalitarian police state. 

The government’s fear-mongering is yet another key element in its mind-control 

programming. 

It’s a simple enough formula. National crises, global pandemics, reported terrorist 
attacks, and sporadic shootings leave us in a constant state of fear. The emotional 
panic that accompanies fear actually shuts down the prefrontal cortex or the 
rational thinking part of our brains. In other words, when we are consumed by fear, 
we stop thinking. 

A populace that stops thinking for themselves is a populace that is easily led, easily 
manipulated and easily controlled whether through propaganda, brainwashing, 
mind control, or just plain fear-mongering. 

Fear not only increases the power of government, but it also divides the people 
into factions, persuades them to see each other as the enemy and keeps them 
screaming at each other so that they drown out all other sounds. In this way, they 
will never reach consensus about anything and will be too distracted to notice the 
police state closing in on them until the final crushing curtain falls. 
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This Machiavellian scheme has so ensnared the nation that few Americans even 
realize they are being brainwashed—manipulated—into adopting an “us” against 
“them” mindset. All the while, those in power—bought and paid for by lobbyists 

and corporations—move their costly agendas forward. 

This unseen mechanism of society that manipulates us through fear into 
compliance is what American theorist Edward L. Bernays referred to as “an invisible 

government which is the true ruling power of our country.” 

It was almost 100 years ago when Bernays wrote his seminal work Propaganda: 

“We are governed, our minds are molded, our tastes formed, our ideas suggested, 
largely by men we have never heard of... In almost every act of our daily lives, 
whether in the sphere of politics or business, in our social conduct or our ethical 
thinking, we are dominated by the relatively small number of persons...who 
understand the mental processes and social patterns of the masses. It is they who 

pull the wires which control the public mind.” 

As I point out in my book Battlefield America: The War on the American People and 
in its fictional counterpart The Erik Blair Diaries, to this invisible government of 
rulers who operate behind the scenes—the architects of the Deep State—we are 
mere puppets on a string, to be brainwashed, manipulated and controlled. 

For years now, the powers-that-be—those politicians and bureaucrats who think 
like tyrants and act like petty dictators regardless of what party they belong to—
have attempted to brainwash us into believing that we have no rights: to think for 
ourselves, make decisions about our health, protect our homes and families and 
businesses, act in our best interests, demand accountability and transparency from 
government, or generally operate as if we are in control of our own lives. 

Well, the government is wrong. 

We have every right, and you know why? Because, as the Declaration of 
Independence states, we are endowed by our Creator with certain inalienable 
rights—to life, liberty, property and the pursuit of happiness—that no government 
can take away from us. 

It’s time we started reminding the government that “we the people” are the ones 
in charge. 
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